Tribute

Diablo

Diablo, a rare Mexican gray wolf,
was a favorite on the public route
for many, many years. Countless
visitors, be they adults or children, were witness to the deep
bond he shared with Gypsy, his
enclosure mate of 12 years. We
are GRATEFUL that so many guests
learned about this most unique
subspecies of the gray wolf, one
of the most endangered mammals
in North America, from our stunningly beautiful pair.
Diablo was often a participant in our yearly
Wildlife Handling course, a class to teach
wildlife students and future biologists
how to draw blood, administer vaccines and handle wildlife with respect.
Since he was part of the Species
Survival Plan (SSP) Program, he
needed to be caught up yearly, so
this was a wonderful opportunity.
I was privileged to have been a
student almost 10 years ago with
Diablo as my “teacher”, an experience I will never forget.
Here at Wolf Haven, we strive
to make the lives of our wolves
safe and stress-free, and our
hope is that Diablo had a good
life, with daily enrichment, companionship and food. He loved
food and always bounced in
anticipation when Animal Care
staff approached with the truck
or a bucket. Diablo lived to be
17-years old; he had slowed down
a bit in the last few years, having
developed some age-related issues
and was often in a deep slumber
during pm rounds.
His last day at the sanctuary was a
peaceful one, with Gypsy by his side.
We are all grieving with her and miss
him so much; he was well known to many
volunteers, students and photo visit participants. With deep gratitude for the
many lessons he taught us, we hope that
you are at peace Diablo.
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